Guardian Lint Cleaner
The Guardian Long-Staple Lint
Cleaner combines the cleaning
principles most favored by the textile
industry as best preserving the quality
of the fiber.
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 Cleans, combs, and blends the fiber
 Produces clean, smooth lint with
the least harm to the delicate
cotton fiber
 Combines efficient combing with
gentle air cleaning
Condenser
The lint cleaner is normally fed by a rotary
drum condenser, which separates the
conveying air from the lint. The batt of cotton
produced by the condenser is doffed down
into the feedworks by two doffing rollers.
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Feedworks
The auxiliary roller in the feedworks guides
the batt down between the fluted main feed
roller and the feed plate. The cotton feeds
through the narrow gap between the feed
roller and the feed plate, then it reverses direction around the
toe of the feed plate to the cylinder.
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Beater Cylinder
The beater cylinder has three pairs of wooden lags with sharp,
angled pins, which comb and clean the cotton. The individual
fibers are released by the feed roller at different times, creating
the combing action which opens and blends the fiber.
Entangled trash is released.
Grid Bars
Fiber is carried by the cylinder over a series of eight adjustable
grid bars, and a wash of air from a trash fan removes the trash
without recontaminating the cotton.
®

Super-Jet Section
As air carries the cotton into the Super-Jet® section of the
cleaner, a booster fan accelerates the lint, which is forced
around a sharp turn past an adjustable slot on the outside of
the turn. The denser sand and pin trash are forced out through
the slot by their own momentum as the lint is carried past. The
lint is then discharged to another cleaner or a battery
condenser.
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